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Personal Viewpoint Navigation Based on
Object Trajectory Distribution for Multi-View Videos∗

Xueting WANG†a), Student Member, Kensho HARA†b), Member, Yu ENOKIBORI††c), Nonmember,
Takatsugu HIRAYAMA††d), Member, and Kenji MASE††e), Fellow

SUMMARY Multi-camera videos with abundant information and high
flexibility are useful in a wide range of applications, such as surveillance
systems, web lectures, news broadcasting, concerts and sports viewing.
Viewers can enjoy an enhanced viewing experience by choosing their own
viewpoint through viewing interfaces. However, some viewers may feel
annoyed by the need for continual manual viewpoint selection, especially
when the number of selectable viewpoints is relatively large. In order to
solve this issue, we propose an automatic viewpoint navigation method de-
signed especially for sports. This method focuses on a viewer’s personal
preference for viewpoint selection, instead of common and professional
editing rules. We assume that different trajectory distributions of view-
ing objects cause a difference in the viewpoint selection according to per-
sonal preference. We learn the relationship between the viewer’s personal
viewpoint-selection tendency and the spatio-temporal game context repre-
sented by the objects trajectories. We compare three methods based on
Gaussian mixture model, SVM with a general histogram and SVM with a
bag-of-words to seek the best learning scheme for this relationship. The
performance of the proposed methods are evaluated by assessing the de-
gree of similarity between the selected viewpoints and the viewers’ edited
records.
key words: multi-view video navigation, user preference, Gaussian mixture
model

1. Introduction

Multi-view videos taken by multiple cameras from differ-
ent angles play an important role in video services with
the development of video capturing, processing and deliv-
ering technologies [1]–[4]. Furthermore, free-view videos
can be generated to provide more viewpoint options by in-
terpolating scenes or modeling 3D scenes [5]–[9]. With di-
verse information and viewing options, viewers can enjoy
more interesting content by using multi-view video inter-
faces [10], [11] than broadcasting with a single forced view-
point. Multi-view videos are suitable for events as diverse
as news, web lectures, concerts and sports.
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However, the manual selection of appropriate view-
points can be tiresome and difficult, especially for view-
ing a dynamic event in a wide-scale field with numerous
viewing options without video editing experience. For such
situations, an automatic viewpoint navigation based on a
viewer’s personal preference is ideal. In this study, we focus
on the viewpoint navigation for watching sports involving
wide-scale field spaces. Some related studies have been
conducted on automatic viewpoint/camera selection. Game
context related to the objects is effective to select the view-
point [12]–[15]. The game context is often represented by
frame-level object features, for instance, the size of a player
visible in the view in a basketball game. These approaches
are processed without enough representation of past and fu-
ture object dynamics. Besides, most of the related studies
focus mainly on common preferences [13], [16]–[18] and
professional editing rules [19], [20]. Only several studies
considered personal preference [21], [22]. In this study,
we focus on the viewer’s personal preference on spatio-
temporal object dynamics for viewpoint selection.

We aim to achieve a personal viewpoint navigation as
shown in Fig. 1 considering the spatio-temporal game con-
text represented by the trajectories of the main viewing ob-
jects, i.e., the ball and players in a ball game. About the tra-
jectory processing, some studies used time series model for
player’s dynamics representation or action recognition, such
as Markov models [23], [24]. According to the observation
of trajectory distributions of soccer games discussed in de-
tail in Sect. 3, we find that different viewers show different
viewpoint-selection tendencies for different trajectory dis-
tributions. We assume that the spatial distribution of object
trajectory can include dynamical information or represent
the object action. Thus, we focus on the spatial distribution
of objects trajectories to represent the spatio-temporal game
context in this study for the viewpoint selecting problem.

We apply a machine learning method to learn the re-

Fig. 1 Outline of personal viewpoint navigation by learning the relation-
ship between the trajectory distribution of the viewing objects and each
viewer’s viewpoint-selection tendency.
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lationship between the trajectory distribution of the view-
ing objects and each viewer’s viewpoint-selection tendency
to achieve personal viewpoint navigation. We first divide
the video sequences into cuts. We then obtain the object
trajectory distribution in cut unit as feature to learn each
viewer’s viewpoint-selection tendency. We achieve personal
navigation by selecting appropriate viewpoints through the
proposed learning methods. We evaluate three methods
based on Gaussian mixture model (GMM), SVM with a
two-dimensional histogram and SVM with a bag-of-words
(BoW). We also compare the effectiveness of using combi-
nation of targets with just using each target to find viewer’s
interest in multiple objects.

We now summarize our contribution in this paper as
follows. We realize personal viewpoint navigation using the
trajectory distribution of the viewing objects and verified the
navigation effectiveness. We also show that most viewers
focus on the main object in a sport game while some of them
have unique interest in specific objects.

This paper is organized as follows. In Sect. 2, we intro-
duce some related studies conducted on multi-view video
editing. In Sect. 3, we analyze the relationship between
game context and viewer’s viewpoint-selection tendency.
In Sect. 4, we present our framework of object trajectory
based viewpoint navigation. The detailed experiments con-
ducted to acquire viewers’ viewpoint selection records are
described in Sect. 5 and the result of the evaluation con-
ducted using real multi-camera data sets are described in
Sect. 6. We offer our conclusions in Sect. 7.

2. Related Work

In this section, we introduce some existing automatic view-
point selecting methods.

2.1 Multiple Information Based Viewpoint Navigation

First, we went through some previous researches that se-
lected viewpoints using multiple audio-visual information.
In studies [16]–[18], the authors selected viewpoints based
primarily on audio features, face trajectory and speaker po-
sition for web lectures and meeting broadcasts. The au-
dio information is difficult for viewpoint selection due to
smaller differences among cameras and noise of the crowd
for some sports with wide scale field. Saini et al. [20] pro-
posed a framework for the automatic mashup of dance per-
formance videos taken by mobile phones. They chose the
best angle based on video quality factors such as illumina-
tion and shakiness.

For sports, we assume that the game context consisting
of individual object information, such as positions of the ball
and players in a soccer game, is more reliable and effective.

2.2 Game Context Based Viewpoint Navigation

Several other researchers have focused on the game context.
Chen et al. [14] focused on features of a group of objects

such as the number of players who are visible from a view-
point. Daniyal et al. presented an algorithm for viewpoint-
quality ranking based on frame-level features, including size
and location of the players in a basketball game [13], [25].
Shen et al. proposed a best-view selection method using a
detailed content analysis based on Quality of View (QoV),
which is a confidence measure for viewpoint evaluation by
considering the view angle and distance from objects for
each frame [12]. The extended approach [15] optimized the
viewpoint transition by viewpoint-quality evaluation with
dynamic features corresponding to the game context repre-
sented by the object position. Muramatsu et al. [21] selected
viewpoint by using the average of object features, such as
position, distance to the camera and size in the view dur-
ing a short time, to learn from the user’s viewpoint-selection
records.

However, these approaches performed processing at
the frame-level or without enough representation on past
and future object dynamics. We assume that the game con-
text can be described better by the object’s trajectory infor-
mation, and that the recent machine-learning representations
are more effective than such simple statistical representa-
tion.

2.3 User Preference Based Viewpoint Navigation

Most of the related studies focused mainly on common pref-
erences, like assigning a viewpoint evaluation score in pro-
portion to the size and the number of players visible in the
view [13], [16]–[18], [25]. Saini et al. [20] applied profes-
sional editing rules such as the shot length between the di-
rectors’ viewpoint transitions.

However, general viewers might prefer a view that cor-
responds to their own preferences. There are only a few
existing studies on user-dependent viewpoint selection [15],
[21]. They optimized the weight parameters for features
extracted from each user’s viewpoint-selection record. The
performance of these approaches is limited due to the lack
of representation of the objects’ temporal information.

Therefore, we aim to realize viewpoint navigation by
using spatio-temporal game context and learning from per-
sonal viewpoint-selection record to realize personal naviga-
tion. Our previous study [22] proposed a personal viewpoint
recommendation method by modeling the relationship be-
tween a viewer’s personal viewpoint-selection tendency and
the ball trajectory distribution of a soccer game. In this pa-
per, we include trajectory distributions of more objects as
the features to model personal viewpoint-selection tendency
to adapt to possible interests of different viewers.

3. Qualitative Analysis of Trajectory Distribution and
Viewpoint-Selection Tendency

In this study, we collected the viewers’ viewpoint-selection
records to analyze their viewpoint-selection tendencies
through a video editing experiment for sports game, in par-
ticular, the soccer games. We provided multi-view videos of
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Fig. 2 Ball and players trajectory distribution for each selected viewpoint (extracted) of two viewers
in the two games. Each of different colored lines shows the trajectory during a cut unit in overall soccer
field. Camera settings of the two games are shown on the left. The cameras in red are the extracted ones
for showing the trajectory distribution on the right.

two soccer games to viewers and let them edit a summary
video of a soccer game by continually selecting their prefer-
able viewpoint from various viewpoints around the game
field shown in Fig. 2. We will introduce the detail of the
experiment setting in Sect. 5.

We assume that the viewers select the appropriate
viewpoints based on the game context, which can be rep-
resented by the spatio-temporal movement of focusing ob-
jects, i.e., the ball and players in the case of a soccer game.
Thus, we analyze the relationship between the trajectory dis-
tribution of viewing objects and each viewer’s viewpoint-
selection records.

3.1 Ball Trajectory Distribution

Most viewers of soccer games have a tendency to follow the
ball [26]. Thus, we first analyzed the relationship between
trajectory of the ball and personal viewpoint-selection ten-
dency. Figures 2 (a) and (b) shows the ball trajectories when
each camera was selected by two viewers for two games
(Game 1 and 2). The rectangles represent the ground plane
of the soccer field. Each of different colored lines in the
rectangle shows the trajectory during a cut unit in the over-
all soccer field. For each viewer, Figs. 2 (a) and (b) show
that the ball trajectories centered around a location in the
soccer field when the viewer selected different viewpoint in
both games. Besides, they have different trends between the
viewers. For example, in Game 1, Viewer 6 preferred Cam-
era 8 when ball moved in the corner area on the right side
of the field while Viewer 4 did not select Camera 8. The
difference of viewers also existed when Cameras 4 and 10
were selected in Game 2.

Therefore, we consider that using the ball trajectory
distribution can be effective to learn different viewpoint-
selection tendency.

3.2 Players Trajectory Distribution

Players are also important objects in soccer games. Thus,
we also analyzed their trajectories to represent the game
context that has an impact on personal viewpoint navigation.

First, we collected trajectories of all players except the
two keepers and carried out the same analysis as the ball.
Figures 2 (c) and (d) show the players trajectory distribu-
tions when each camera was selected. From these distribu-
tions, we found that players trajectories also have different
trends among not only the viewpoints but also the viewers.
However, the difference is not as much absolute as ball tra-
jectory.

We further analyzed the player who will get the ball
at the next moment since the viewers seem to pay their at-
tention to the player. We also found that the players trajec-
tories have similar trends with the ball trajectories for each
selected viewpoint.

As a result, we consider that using players trajec-
tory distribution also can be effective to learn different
viewpoint-selection tendency for some viewers who pay
more attention to the players.

4. Viewpoint Navigation Approach

Based on the analysis result obtained in Sect. 3, we decide to
use the following three kinds of objects as viewing targets:

• B: the ball of a soccer game,
• Pn: the player who will get the ball at next time,
• Pall: all players of a soccer game except for the keepers.

Our navigation framework learns the relationship between
personal viewpoint-selection tendency and trajectory distri-
bution of the viewing target.
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Fig. 3 The outline of learning schemes for relationship between personal viewpoint-selection ten-
dency and trajectory distribution of viewing targets in cuts. Cut annotation means to gather and label
the cuts when the same viewpoint is selected.

In this section, we first discuss three methods for learn-
ing the relationship by using each viewing target and discuss
a combination method of using different targets trajectories
data. Then, we introduce two definitions of cut unit includ-
ing several frames segmented from the video sequence. We
compare all the combinations of 3 learning schemes × 5
kinds of target combinations × 2 kinds of cut unit to find
the best one for viewpoint navigation.

In the following discussion, we represent a sub tra-
jectory of each target by TCi = {x f , j| f = 1, 2, . . . , Fi; j =
1, 2, . . . , J}, where i is cut index and x f , j ∈ R2 is the point
on the field coordinate system at frame f of object j. Fi is
the length of cut i. J is the number of objects included as
the target, where J of B or Pn is 1, J of Pall is 20. We then
use x f to represent x f , j for short including all the objects as
the target at frame f . The v-th viewpoint is represented by
v(1 ≤ v ≤ V), where V is the number of the viewpoints.

4.1 Machine Learning Scheme

We compare three methods based on a maximum likelihood
decision rule with GMM, SVM with a two-dimensional
histogram, and SVM with BoW to seek the best learning
scheme for the relationship. The outline of these methods
is shown in Fig. 3. We consider GMM is appropriate de-
scriptor of trajectory distribution for each selected viewpoint
since it is widely used to express object-position distribu-

tion. We also try two baseline representations using the two-
dimensional histogram and the BoW with soft assignment to
describe trajectory in a cut considering the softer boundary
than simple two-dimensional histogram.

4.1.1 Gaussian Mixture Model Based Method

GMM is a linear combination of several Gaussian compo-
nents as follows,

p(x f ) =
K∑

k=1

πkN(x f |μk,Σk), (1)

where K is the number of the Gaussian components, πk is the
weight of the k-th Gaussian component with

∑K
k=1 πk = 1,

N(x f |μk,Σk) is the Gaussian component density with pa-
rameters μk and Σk. The number of components is based
on the experimentally varied results, as discussed later. In
this study, we use it to represent the target trajectory distri-
butions of each viewpoint for each viewer. We gather the
target trajectories of cuts while viewpoint v is selected, and
represent them by Tv. Thus, to generate GMM (pv) of the
viewpoint v, x f is a sample from Tv in a training dataset. We
apply EM algorithm to estimate the parameters (πk, μk and
Σk).

For each video sequence in a test dataset, we first divide
the video sequence into cuts and extract target trajectory TCi
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from cut i. We calculate the total of the log-likelihood for
the points on the trajectory TCi under the generated GMM
of each viewpoint for the viewer. Thus, given a trajectory
TCi , we output a viewpoint R with the largest log likelihood
as follows,

R(TCi ) = arg max
1≤v≤V

∑
x f ∈TCi

log pv(x f ). (2)

4.1.2 Histogram and SVM Based Method

We also employ a method based on SVM with a two-
dimensional histogram called Hist-SVM for short in this pa-
per. The soccer field is spatially divided equally into M × N
bins. We calculate the two-dimensional histogram of points
of target trajectory TCi in cut i. Histogram normalization is
conducted considering the differences in the lengths of the
cuts.

In the training step, we use the normalized histogram as
a feature vector and perform the learning step by SVM with
a RBF kernel. The supervised signals are the viewpoint-
selection records of each viewer. Thus, we build a one-vs-all
classifier corresponding to each viewpoint.

For the test data, the learned classifiers output a view-
point with maximum score for each input trajectory TCi of
cut i. The output viewpoints of cuts compose the navigation
sequence. In this study, M and N are set to their optimum
values based on the experimentally varied results.

4.1.3 BoW and SVM Based Method

We furthermore employ a method based on SVM with a bag-
of-words technique [27] called BoW-SVM for short. We first
cluster all the points of the target trajectories in the training
data to codewords using the unsupervised GMM shown as
Eq. (1). The number of Gaussian distribution is set to the
optimum value based on the experimentally varied results.
A codeword is defined as each Gaussian distribution in the
GMM. Thus, the number of codewords is same as K, i.e.,
the number of Gaussian distribution. We then apply a soft
assignment to generate the histogram of codewords in cut
i. Under the k-th Gaussian distribution, the value of the bin
of k-th codeword histogram is calculated as responsibility
p(k|x f ) as follows,

p(k|x f ) =
πkN(x f |μk,Σk)∑K

k=1 πkN(x f |μk,Σk)
. (3)

Thus, the responsibility vector of K codewords of x f will be
a(x f ) = [p(1|x f ), . . . , p(K|x f )]. Then we can generate the
normalized codewords histogram as a feature vector Ai of
cut i as follows,

Ai =

∑Fi

f=1 a(x f )

Fi
, (4)

where x f ∈ TCi , Fi is the length of cut i.
In the training step, the relationship between the feature

vectors Ai (TCi ∈ Tv) and the selected viewpoint v by each

viewer is learned with RBF kernel based SVM. Thus, we
build one-vs-all classifiers as with Hist-SVM.

In the test step, the learned classifiers output a view-
point for each input trajectory of a cut as with Hist-SVM.

4.2 Viewing Targets Fusion

Different viewers may have interest in different viewing tar-
gets. Thus, we use each viewing target or different com-
bination of targets as a feature vector to find which target
or combination is most focused by each viewer. We apply
the proposed learning schemes mentioned in Sect. 4.1 when
only use each target trajectory. In this section, we add fusion
methods corresponding to the proposed learning schemes
for two kinds of combined targets: B + Pn and B + Pall.

For the combination, there are several methods usually
used to fuse multiple features, typically including early fu-
sion conducted at representation level and late fusion con-
ducted at score level [28], [29]. For the representation level
fusion, multiple features are integrated into a single feature
representation, which is fed into one supervised learning
phase. The integrated feature representation may reflect bet-
ter multiple information and correlation though the higher
dimension will add the difficulty on learning. For score
level fusion, multiple features are separately fed into classi-
fiers. The scores of the classifiers are combined afterwards
to yield a multiple representation for the final learning stage.
The late fusion focuses on the individual strength but it may
result in the loss of correlation of features.

As shown in Fig. 4, we use different fusion methods de-
pending on the learning scheme. For GMM based method,
if we apply early fusion, we have to integrate 2-dimensions
trajectory data of ball and players included in the targets
(21 × 2 dimensions for B combined with Pall) into a single
feature vector before GMM generation. Considering the dif-
ficulty on learning high dimensional feature, we use the late
fusion. We first generate GMMs of viewpoints for ball (B)
trajectory data and GMMs for player (Pn or Pall) trajectory
separately. Then we integrate the likelihood scores of each
GMM of ball (B) and player (Pn or Pall) into one feature vec-
tor and learn by SVM afterwards instead of the maximum
likelihood decision rule used for each target. For Hist/BoW-

Fig. 4 Fusion methods of combining viewing target trajectories.
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Fig. 5 Camera positions and sample viewpoint images of two soccer games.

SVM based method, we use the early fusion considering the
correlation of ball and players trajectories. We first input the
data of different targets into histogram/BoW generator sep-
arately and the resulting representations are then fused into
a single integrated feature vector for the supervised learning
using SVM.

4.3 Video Cut Segmentation

In this study, we focus on the fact that viewers select view-
points according to the game context in past and future peri-
ods, and not only solely on the current frame. We use the
cut consisting of multiple frames to represent the spatio-
temporal game context. Therefore, it is necessary to deter-
mine how the video sequence should be segmented. In this
study, we consider the following two kinds of segmentation.

4.3.1 Ideal Segmentation (SegU)

Here, ideal segmentation is a result that the game context
is appropriately classified according to personal preference,
which causes viewer’s viewpoint selection. We call this seg-
mentation SegU for short. It is unavailable for viewpoint
navigation in practice. In this study, we record the viewer’s
viewpoint switching timing to ideally segment the video se-
quences to verify the upper bound of navigation accuracy.
Thus, for SegU based experiments, we apply the switch-
ing timing for cut segmentation both in the training and test
steps, and select the best viewpoint for each segment.

4.3.2 Equal Segmentation (SegS)

Equal segmentation is a result that the video sequence is seg-
mented into cuts of a fixed length. We call this segmenta-
tion SegS for short. We adopt the sliding-window method
to compensate for the overlap in each cut. Concretely, we
generate the cut with a window size around each frame. The
selected viewpoint based on the trajectory distribution in the

cut is assigned to the center frame of the cut. Thus, for SegS
based experiments, we conduct the sliding window process-
ing along the video sequence both in the training and test
steps, and select the best viewpoint for each frame. Un-
like SegU, we can perform SegS without deciding the cut
boundary by external information such as viewpoint switch-
ing timing in SegU. Therefore, SegS can be used in practice.
The window size is set to the optimum value based on the
experimentally varied results.

5. Experiment

In this study, we collected the viewers’ viewpoint-selection
records through a video-editing experiment using soccer
game multi-view video dataset.

5.1 Multi-View Video Dataset

We used the multi-view video dataset of two soccer games
held in different venues with different camera settings. Both
games were filmed using digital cameras (CASIO EX-F1, at
30 fps and 1920 × 1080 pixels) with no pan, tilt, and zoom
around the soccer field. We used only the cameras near the
main stand as shown in Fig. 5 because radical changes oc-
curring when the viewpoint transfers from one side of the
field to another can cause cognitive discomfort. Figure 5 in-
cludes sample images of cameras placed on the right half of
the field. The camera IDs are given counterclockwise.

The videos of all cameras were synchronized manu-
ally after filming. In consideration of difficulty of video
editing study for long periods of time, we provided the ex-
tracted short video sequences (of about 30 seconds each) to
participants. These video sequences contained typical play
scenes to attract viewers’ interest. For example, these are
soccer play scenes of dribble (players sparse/dense), pass-
ing (short/long passing), sliding, shooting, cross, throw-in,
heading, body check, goal-kick, and free-kick, while with
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absent of corner-kick and penalty-kick. Thus, the perfor-
mance of the proposed method might be limited in such ab-
sent situations.

We obtained the positions of the players through semi-
automatic processing by two laser range sensors placed on
both sides of the field as shown in Fig. 5 used in study [30].
We obtained the position of the ball through manual label-
ing and a basic interpolation procedure since our main focus
is the viewpoint navigation but not automatic ball tracking.
Some vision-based and sensor-based tracking techniques are
being researched separately for this purpose [31].

5.2 Collection of Viewers’ Selection Records

We conducted the multi-view video editing experiment to
collect viewers’ selection records.

We asked experimental participants to state their profile
information via a profile questionnaire. The 10 participants
comprised six males and four females, all in the age group
20–39. In the questionnaire, the interest level in soccer
was assessed on a four-level selection from “almost not” to
“very.” 10% of the participants was strongly interested in
soccer, 40% had a general interest in soccer and 50% agreed
to the statement “a little” (level 2). For the viewing fre-
quency of the soccer game, 50% of the participants were
occasional viewers a few times a year, and 40% viewed a
few times a month or even more than once a week. More-
over, half of the participants had soccer playing experience,
with no particular expertise. Further, two of them had ama-
teur video photography experience with a video camera, or
video editing experience using an editing software.

We randomly presented 11 and 10 short video se-
quences to the participants for each game. The participants
could repeatedly replay each scene, select viewpoints, and
confirm the selected viewpoints with a simple action on a
graphical user interface. The editing record of each partici-
pant would reflect their personal preference.

5.3 Comparative Methods

AveragePos uses the centroid of the ball positions during a
cut as the feature and trained RBF kernel based SVM, which
is used in [21] as mentioned in Sect. 2.
WeightOptm uses context-dependent weights optimized by
brute force method to combine the features including the
distance between cameras and objects (ball and players),
composition in the view, angle change between switching
viewpoints in each frame, which is used in [15] as men-
tioned in Sect. 2.

5.4 Evaluation Framework

To quantitatively evaluate the effectiveness of navigation,
we calculated the concordance rate between each partic-
ipant’s viewing record Ru( f ) and the output viewpoints
Rs( f ; x f ) of proposed methods at each frame of a video se-

quence as follows,

Rate =

∑
f E( f ; x f )

L
, (5)

E( f ; x f ) =

{
1 (if Rs( f ; x f ) = Ru( f )),
0 (otherwise).

(6)

where L is the length of a sequence.
We conducted a leave-one-sequence-out cross-valida-

tion by using one sequence of each participant’s viewing
records as test data until all the sequences are used as test
data. We calculated the concordance rate of each test se-
quence and the average rate over all the test data as result.

6. Results

We use the evaluation framework mentioned above to evalu-
ate the performance of proposed methods using three learn-
ing schemes, five kinds of target combinations with two
kinds of cut segmentation methods, and find the best com-
bination for personal viewpoint navigation.

6.1 Parameters

The proposed methods achieved the highest average concor-
dance rate using the following parameters. The numbers of
components in GMM for Games 1 and 2 were 4 and 1, re-
spectively. The numbers of codewords in BoW-SVM using
each target for Games 1 and 2 were 33 and 39, and using
the target combinations were 12 and 13, respectively. With
regard to Hist-SVM, 21 (7 × 3) bins were the best for both
games.

6.2 Comparing of Different Factors

We conducted a analysis of variance (three-way ANOVA)
including all the results of 10 participants using the pro-
posed methods (3 learning schemes, 5 target combinations
and 2 cut segmentations) to investigate the effects of differ-
ent factors and their interaction. Table 1 summarizes the
ANOVA results.

Each main effect for target combinations and the cut
segmentations was statistically significant (p < .01) in both
games. Nonetheless, there was no significant difference in
the learning schemes in Game 1 and marginally difference
(p < .1) in Game 2. Moreover, any interaction of different
factors was not significant in Game 1, while the interaction
of the learning schemes and targets combination was statis-
tically significant (p < .01) in Game 2. For Game 1, all
factors were independent since there was no significant in-
teraction of different factors. We discuss the detail of differ-
ent factors below.

6.2.1 Comparing on Learning Schemes

We first discuss the navigation performance of proposed
method under ideal situation using ideal segmentation, i.e,
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Table 2 Concordance rates of the three learning schemes using the five target combinations with
segmentation SegU of the two games. SegU: segmentation according to viewer’s viewpoint switching.

Fusion B Pn Pall B + Pn B + Pall

Game 1

M
od

el GMM 66.64%±9.79% 61.27%±10.02% 52.58%±15.28% 55.29%±12.27% 57.93%±12.95%
Hist-SVM 59.90%±12.67% 57.78%±12.54% 47.88%±12.46% 58.47%±11.40% 57.63%±13.37%
BoW-SVM 61.62%±12.12% 57.97%±11.12% 53.70%±11.23% 58.67%±11.01% 59.94%±12.33%

Game 2

M
od

el GMM 56.65%±11.02% 48.51%±12.71% 38.20%±10.83% 42.70%±7.63% 42.51%±11.49%
Hist-SVM 51.30%±10.76% 37.78%±10.74% 41.10%±10.19% 48.65%±12.58% 52.93%±12.45%
BoW-SVM 49.57% 35.31%±9.81% 41.84%±5.60% 49.65%±8.14% 48.06%±9.50%

Table 1 Result of analysis of variance (three-way ANOVA) for the con-
cordance rates of 10 participants using all the proposed methods (3 learning
schemes, 5 target combinations and 2 cut segmentations) for the two games.

SegU. The average and standard deviation of the concor-
dance rates of 10 participants using the three learning
schemes and the five target combinations with ideal segmen-
tation for the two games are shown in Table 2. From this ta-
ble, we find that the GMM based method achieved the best
concordance rates 66.64% and 56.65% for the two games,
respectively. Besides, considering the average concordance
rate of all kinds of targets combination of the two games,
the GMM based method also achieved the best average con-
cordance rate 52.23%. Thus, with regard to the average
concordance rates, the results of the GMM based method
was higher than those based on Hist-SVM and BoW-SVM,
although there was no significant difference in the learning
schemes by ANOVA analysis.

Moreover, we qualitatively compared the recommen-
dation sequences generated by different learning schemes
using only ball trajectory B. We found that the recom-
mendation of Hist-SVM based method was unstable when
the trajectory distribution existed around the border lines of
histogram division, while BoW-SVM and the GMM based
methods selected the same viewpoint stably as the user
record. BoW-SVM based method made mistakes when the
trajectory distribution existed at the center area especially on
the far side of field where multi cameras (i.e., camera 3, 4,
14, 7 in Game 1) can cover the game. By contrast, the GMM
based method worked better in this situation. We consider
this resulted from the difference between the construction

Fig. 6 The average and standard deviation of the concordance rates of 10
participants of the proposed methods using only ball trajectory with SegU
target combinations methods for the two games.

methods of GMM. BoW-SVM constructed GMM over all the
ball trajectories around the field, which can capture global
distributions whereas it is less sensitive to subtle difference
at local areas. The GMM based method constructed GMM
from the gathered trajectories of each viewpoint (i.e. the tra-
jectories at local areas). The localized GMM acquired more
discriminative ability and achieved the better performance
for the overlapped trajectory distributions from multiple se-
lection.

Furthermore, we compared the concordance rates of
the comparative methods (i.e., AveragePos and WeightOptm
mentioned in Sect. 5.3) with the proposed methods using
only ball trajectory B with ideal segmentation (SegU). The
average and standard deviation of the concordance rates of
these methods are shown in Fig. 6. The pairwise compar-
isons using T-test with Bonferroni adjustment method re-
vealed that all the proposed methods achieved significantly
higher concordance rates than those of AveragePos (Game
1: mean = 40.99%, SD = 6.45% and Game 2: mean =
24.21%, SD = 5.05%), with p < .05 for both games. This
result shows that the centroid of the ball position during
a cut could not represent the game context enough. The
GMM based method performed significantly better than
WeightOptm (Game 1: mean = 54.51%, SD = 6.24%), with
p < .05 for Game 1. Although there was no significant dif-
ference between the GMM based method and WeightOptm
for Game 2, the former achieved better average concordance
rate. The WeightOptm method employed the distance infor-
mation between cameras and viewing targets besides game
context representation with targets information. Thus, we
assume that using the trajectory distribution learned by the
GMM based method was more effective for game context
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Fig. 7 Concordance rate of each participant using the five target combinations with the GMM based
method and SegU for the two games. B: the ball of a soccer game; Pn: the player who will get the ball
at next time; Pall: all players of a soccer game except goal keepers. B+ Pn: the combination trajectories
of ball and the player who will get the ball at next time as feature. B + Pall: the combination of ball and
players trajectories as feature.

representation without camera information.
We discuss more detailed result using the GMM based

method below.

6.2.2 Comparing on Viewing Target Combinations

To compare the difference among target combinations, we
conducted the pairwise comparisons using T-test with Bon-
ferroni adjustment for the results of the five target combina-
tions (B, Pn, Pall, B + Pn, B + Pall) using the three learning
schemes with the ideal segmentation of 10 participants for
the two games. For Game 1, the comparisons showed that
using only ball trajectory B (mean = 62.72%, SD = 12.15%)
was significantly better than targets combination Pall (mean
= 51.38%, SD = 13.57%) and B + Pn (mean = 57.47%, SD
= 11.87%), with p < .05. Pall was also significantly lower
than Pn (mean = 59.01%, SD = 11.58%), B+Pn and B+Pall

(mean = 58.50%, SD = 13.15%), with p < .05. For Game
2, only ball trajectory B (mean = 52.50%, SD = 11.49%)
was significantly better than the following target combina-
tions Pn (mean = 39.82%, SD = 12.92%) and Pall (mean =
40.35%, SD = 9.47%), with p < .05. However, there were
no significant difference between using only ball trajectory
B and using both ball and all players, i.e. B + Pall for both
games.

Regarding the interaction of the learning schemes and
the target combinations from Table 2, we find that the GMM
based method achieved better average concordance rate than
Hist-SVM and BoW-SVM based methods when using only
ball trajectory B, while there existed a contrary tendency
among the learning schemes when using the target combi-
nations B + Pn and B + Pall.

Further, we show concordance rates of each participant
using the five target combinations in Fig. 7. We can find that
most of these participants acquired the best concordance on
the navigation using only ball trajectory. For Participants
7 and 9 in Game 1, the navigation using both ball and all
players achieved the best concordance rate. In Game 2, Par-
ticipants 6 and 7 achieved the best concordance rate using
trajectory of the player who will get the ball next. There-
fore, we consider that the ball was the main viewing target

of interest in the soccer games, which attracted more atten-
tion than players for viewpoint selection. Some participants
such as Participant 7 would pay more attention to players.

Therefore, for personal recommendation, the naviga-
tion can achieve better effectiveness if we use the appropri-
ate objects to reflect viewer’s preference.

6.2.3 Comparing on Cut Segmentations

We calculated the average concordance rates of proposed
methods using the two kinds of cut segmentation with
only ball trajectory for the two games. The GMM based
method with ideal segmentation (SegU) achieved 66.64%
and 56.65%, while the one with equal segmentation (SegS)
achieved 57.06% and 46.67% for the two games, respec-
tively. Thus, we can confirm that the ideal segmentation
achieved better concordance rates than using the equal seg-
mentation since the same tendency is also shown on Hist-
SVM and BoW-SVM based methods.

We compared the generated recommendation se-
quences to investigate the difference between SegS and
SegU. Figure 8 showed a sample of recommendations us-
ing SegS and SegU. Through the figure we can find that the
recommendation using SegS switched more frequently with
shorter duration than SegU. Thus, we assume that smoothing
the generated sequences or applying dynamic adaptation of
window size according to the game context would achieve
possible improvement on the performance.

6.3 Need of Personal Navigation

In addition, we compared the effectiveness of learning from
each viewer’s own record with learning from other view-
ers to verify the need of personal navigation. The results of
learning the two kinds of records data using only ball tra-
jectory for each participant in the two games are shown in
Figs. 9 (a) and (b). In the figures, Training otherviewers ave
represents the average performance using other participants’
records by leave-one-participant-out cross validation. Train-
ing viewerself represents the result of leave-one-sequence-
out cross-validation using each participant’s own record.
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Fig. 9 Comparing with results of learning using the other viewers’ records for each viewer.
Training viewerself represents the result of learning from each participant’s own record. Train-
ing otherviewers ave represents the average performance of learning from other participants’ records.

Fig. 8 A sample of comparison on the generated recommendation se-
quences using the equal segmentation with sliding window (SegS) and the
ideal segmentation (SegU) for a viewer. Viewer Record represents the
viewpoint-selection record of the viewer. (a) Viewpoint sequence gener-
ated using SegU and viewer’s record. (b) Viewpoint sequence generated
using SegS and viewer’s record.

The performance of learning from each participant was bet-
ter than learning by other participants. This result shows that
each participant had a different viewing tendency against
other participants and our navigation reflected their personal
preference.

7. Conclusions

In this study, we proposed an automatic viewpoint navi-
gation method based on personal preference. We gener-
ated the personal navigation by learning the relationship be-
tween personal viewpoint-selection tendency and the spatio-
temporal game context in the form of the trajectory distribu-
tion of viewing targets. The experimental results showed the
GMM based method outperformed other methods. Other
than the soccer game, we can apply our method to events
occurring in a large space for which the event context is es-
sentially object-dependent such as baseball, basketball, or

large theatrical shows. In the future, we intend to discuss
on better methods for video cut segmentation and applying
time series model for game context that trajectory distribu-
tion could not cover such as direction information of object
action.
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